IMPROVING STUDENT OUTCOMES WITH TECHNOLOGY LEARNING SOLUTIONS

A Computer Science Learning Solution Proven to
Increase Study Habits and Efficiency in Learning
Jones & Bartlett Learning recently conducted a Pilot Study on student performance while using the Navigate Computer Science Illuminated learning solution.
23 students from La Roche College and Union College provided feedback on their experience with Navigate, and a majority of them agreed that this is a tool
which saves them time and helps them study more efficiently.

After using Navigate Computer Science Illuminated, students agreed to below statement that:

Having Navigate available any place and any time
saved me time

96%

I liked that I have the grade book in Navigate to
monitor my own progress

96%

The activities in Navigate helped me get through
the material more quickly than just a textbook would

87%

The activities in Navigate helped me
study more efficiently

87%

The activities in Navigate made
learning more enjoyable

87%

I believe that I will have a better grade
in this class because of Navigate

83%

I believe that I have a better understanding of the
material because of Navigate

83%

The activities in Navigate prepared me
well for my day-to-day coursework

83%

The activities in Navigate made me
more eager to learn

83%

The activities in Navigate prepared me
well for my graded assignments

78%

The activities in Navigate helped me
identify my strengths and weaknesses

73%
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The majority of students using Navigate
Computer Science Illuminated rated the
accessibility of it very favorably
“I was able to access my textbook online and didn’t have to worry
about working on my assignments in the lab. I could also get a head
start and do reviews for my next class. And online submissions have
also been helpful.”
“[Navigate] allowed me to quickly and easily find any info I needed
for class from grades to test questions.”
“If I was just sitting somewhere wasting time on my laptop I was
instead able to study and do the online quizzes for class. [Navigate]
definitely helped me use my time more efficiently.”

“[Navigate] saved time by having the book available on any computer and being able to click a link to get a specific chapter.”
“[Navigate] made content very easy to access and do things on the go
whenever I had the opportunity to.”
“Everything [in Navigate] is organized in the same place so it doesn’t
take a long time to find anything.”
“[Navigate] was easy to log in and it was very user friendly.”

The Interactive eBook Is a Useful Learning Tool
that Saves Students Time
• 84% of students agreed that having the eBook available online
allowed them more flexibility in organizing their study time than a
print text alone
• 79% of students agreed that the eBook better prepared them for
graded assignments than a print text alone

Navigate Computer Science Illuminated includes an integrated eBook that
allows students to read and study the material conveniently on their computers or tablets. The majority of students reported that the interactive eBook
saved them time and helped them use their study time more efficiently. In
addition, students overwhelmingly considered the interactive eBook a useful
learning tool to prepare them for graded assignments.

Asked about the eBook features, students students agreed to below statements that:

Having the eBook available online (for example, on
my laptop, IPad, etc.) allows me to organize my study
time more flexibly than a print book would.

84%

The eBook prepares me better for graded
assignments
than a print book would.

79%

72%

Having both book formats available
(print book AND eBook) helps me learn better.
63%

The eBook makes learning more enjoyable
than a print book would.

63%

The eBook makes me more eager to learn
than a print book would.
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Interactive eBooks Vs. Print Textbooks
In this Pilot Study, we asked students what they thought about the interactive
eBook features such as searching, bookmarking, and note sharing. The vast
majority of students who used these features said they liked them and found
them useful.

After their experience with Navigate Computer Science Illuminated,
which textbook format(s) do students prefer for their schoolwork?
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Furthermore, the Pilot Study showed that students who used Navigate
Computer Science Illuminated interactive eBook preferred it over the
printed textbook. 42% of students said that they preferred the eBook over
the printed textbook, while 32% of students would prefer to use both formats together.
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